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Attractions of Paris Quiz: Trivia Questions and Answers

  

  1. What is the most famous Gothic cathedral in Paris that was badly damaged during the fire in 2019?

Basilique du Sacré Cœur

Alexander Nevsky Cathedral

Notre Dame de Paris

2. Which famous museum of arts is located on the right bank of the Seine river?

Louvre

Musée Eugène Delacroix

Natural History Museum
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3. What is the name of the tunnel network that holds the remains of more than 6 million people? This is one of
the most mystical attractions of the French capital.

Underground Cemetery of Paris

Mines of Paris

Catacombs of Paris

4. What is Montmartre?

A cabaret

A catholic Cathedral in the Gothic style

A 130-meter hill which was the favourite place for French bohemians

5. What is the name of the metal tower located in the heart of Paris?

Saint-Jacques Tower

Montparnasse Tower

Eiffel Tower

6. Which Paris square took its name after the fortress destroyed during the French Revolution?

Place de la Bastille

Place du Chatelet

Place du Carrousel

7. What is the name of the oldest and most famous cabaret in Paris which is located on the Boulevard de
Clichy?

Agile rabbit

Moulin rouge

Crazy Horse

8. Where is the house which hosted the world's first public film show in 1895 located?

Rue de Rivoli

Boulevard Haussmann

Boulevard des Capucines

9. Which of these attractions is not located in Paris?
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Opera Garnier

Colloseum

Versailles

10. What is the most famous garden in Paris?

Luxembourg gardens

Paris Champ de Mars

Jardin des Tuileries
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Attractions of Paris Quiz: Trivia Questions and Answers

Right answers

  1. What is the most famous Gothic cathedral in Paris that was badly damaged during the fire in 2019?
  Notre Dame de Paris
  2. Which famous museum of arts is located on the right bank of the Seine river?
  Louvre
  3. What is the name of the tunnel network that holds the remains of more than 6 million people? This
is one of the most mystical attractions of the French capital.
  Catacombs of Paris
  4. What is Montmartre?
  A 130-meter hill which was the favourite place for French bohemians
  5. What is the name of the metal tower located in the heart of Paris?
  Eiffel Tower
  6. Which Paris square took its name after the fortress destroyed during the French Revolution?
  Place de la Bastille
  7. What is the name of the oldest and most famous cabaret in Paris which is located on the Boulevard
de Clichy?
  Moulin rouge
  8. Where is the house which hosted the world's first public film show in 1895 located?
  Boulevard des Capucines
  9. Which of these attractions is not located in Paris?
  Colloseum
  10. What is the most famous garden in Paris?
  Jardin des Tuileries
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